STEAM LINES
["FLYER" EDITION, JUNE 2005)
(Second Edition)

FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT

AN EDITOR FOR STEAM LINES
As you are no doubt aware , Jim Clarke bas completed his editorship of this excellent publication . We are now
looking for someone to take it on. I don't doubt that there is quite a lot of work to produce Steam Lines, but its
importance can not be underestimated - it provides a vital link between all members allowing us all to be kept
up to date with what is going on - it provides a medium where members can put to paper interesting articles
on a wide variety of subjects . These combined with photographs and diagrams give a wealth of information it allows us to keep in contact with clubs throughout Australia, New Zealand and the wider world . Snippets get
published in AME. We have bad visitors from what has been published .
Jim bas put the computer programmes needed to publish Steam Lines onto a compact disk that can be used on
any computer . He has also offered to co-edit the first edition with the new editor. This will be of considerable
assistance. Several articles await publication.
So how about it! Here is a chance to fill an important role within the club. Please let Milton Smith know if you
are interested and he will arrange things for you.
Steve Reeves
NEWS

May Runda y Around $700 was earned on the day. The Padbury scout group were present , and there
was also a party.
Exhibition at Kingsway Shopping Centre. We have been offered an opportunity to display our wares.
This is a good way to advertise the club. The date will be advised if it is decided to take
up this chance to put on a Model Engineering display.
Minutes of Meetings These will not be published as part of Steam Lines until an editor has come
forward.
Newsletters from other Clubs. These are available for perusal when available.
Workdays These are on Tuesday and Saturday mornings. Until the ground level track construction
begins in earnest, there is site maintenance to be dealt with. A list of maintenance
projects will be placed on a notice board which will shortly be mounted in the clubrooms. So just tum up. There is plenty to do!

Stop Press AMRA gross receipts were $4572. This is not aU ''profit" as there are
some expenses and we pay AMRA 20% of the net "'profit." Special
thanks to all those who helped in whatever way, particularly Kate
and Peter Langford who stood in for Dick and came down to help in
the dismantlin·g process. (MGS)
GENERAL MEETINGS (8.00pm. Note Committee Meetings at 7.00pm):

